The D2 brane-anti-D2brane system is described in the framework of BFSS Matrix model and noncommutative (NC) gauge theory. The physical spectrum of fields is found by appropriate gauge fixing. The exact tachyon potential is computed in terms of these variables and an exact description of tachyon condensation provided. We exhibit multiple vortex production with increasing topological charge and interpret this as gradual conversion of the brane-antibrane system to D0 branes. The entire analysis is carried out using the known hamiltonian of the Matrix model, which is equivalent to the hamiltonian of the NC gauge theory. We identify the supersymmetric ground state of this hamiltonian with the tachyonic vacuum; Sen's conjecture about the latter follows simply from this identification. We also find two types of closed string excitations, solitonic (a la Dijkgraaf, Verlinde and Verlinde) as well as perturbative, around the tachyonic vacuum.
Introduction
Over the last couple of years open string theory on unstable D-branes has been studied extensively to describe (a) lower dimensional D-branes as solitons [1] - [21] , (b) the closed string vacuum as the tachyonic vacuum 1 [22] - [38] and also (c) closed string excitations [39] - [43] around the tachyonic vacuum. Although the initial discussions were in the framework of first-quantized or second-quantized open string theories, a number of recent papers have used the framework of noncommutative gauge theories [44] - [53] which are known [44, 45] to describe open strings on a D-brane in the presence of a constant B NS or a constant magnetic field. Solitonic D-branes in this language are discussed in [15] - [21] , the tachyonic vacuum in [29, 30, 49, 31, 32, 33] , whereas closed string excitations around the tachyonic vacuum in the NC framework are discussed in [16, 42] .
Unstable D-brane configurations which involve the "wrong" Dp-brane (p odd for type IIA, even for IIB) are characterised by a real tachyon. In the NC gauge theory or its equivalent Matrix model formulation, such theories are mostly studied using a DBI-like action [34, 35] (or certain truncations from open string field theories) that assumes a certain dependence on the tachyon and gauge and matter fields on the brane. At the moment there is no first principles derivation of this action. Although there is considerable support for the basic features of this action, there are subtleties regarding the choice of variables and the form of the action especially around the tachyonic vacuum [30] .
The situation with a brane-antibrane pair is somewhat different. Here the tachyon is complex, which can, once again, decay [1] to lower dimensional branes (solitons) or the vacuum (global minimum of the potential). The important difference from the case of the real tachyon, from the point of view of NC gauge theory or its equivalent Matrix formulation, is that this system is directly describable [54, 55, 56] using the well-known action/hamiltonian of the BFSS Matrix model [57] around a known background. This gives us a well-defined hamiltonian framework to discuss various features of this theory including the tachyonic vacuum. Since M-theory, and therefore Matrix model, in principle contains all the states of string theory, the brane-antibrane system offers an excellent testing ground to compare with the derivation of the same states, including the vacuum, in open string field theory.
In this paper, we will address the issue of tachyon condensation on a brane-antibrane system in the framework of noncommutative gauge theory. In Sections 2 and 3, we consider the complex tachyon of the D2 − D2 system in the context of the BFSS Matrix model using the remarkable connection of the matrix model with noncommutative gauge theory. In this framework the D2 − D2 system appears as a classical solution of the noncommutative U ∞ (2) 2 gauge theory in 2 + 1 dimensions. We discuss the Hamiltonian formulation of this theory in a unitary gauge to identify the U ∞ (1) × U ∞ (1) gauge fields and the tachyons. We present an exact expression for the potential energy and present an explicit vacuum solution. In Section 4, we further gauge fix the U ∞ (1) × U ∞ (1) symmetry to exhibit the physical degrees of freedom: a complex tachyon field and two hermitian fields (one each for the two photons). We exhibit the potential in terms of the physical variables. In Section 5, we describe a sequence of solutions in which an increasingly large number of vortices are produced on the brane-antibrane pair to partly reduce the energy of the initial unstable system. We show, by explicit computation of the topological charge of these vortices, that these correspond to D0 branes; these facts are further verified by translating the solution back to the Matrix model description. In this way, the vacuum consists of a large number of vortices (D0 branes) cancelling all the energy of the braneantibrane system, in conformity with Sen's conjecture [2, 3] . In Sec. 6 we find two classes of closed string states around the tachyonic vacuum: solitonic ones which are the analogs of the Matrix string of [60] , and perturbative flux tube-like solutions analogous to the ones discussed in [16] for the case of the real tachyon.
While this work was in progress, we received [32] which overlaps with some aspects of the present paper. See also [33] .
Matrix model and noncommutative gauge theory
The BFSS matrix model [57] is characterised by the following Hamiltonian 3 (in 2πl
matrices X M to be large but finite (it represents the total D0 charge or the total "longitudinal" momentum in the M-theory direction). One such (approximate) N dimensional representation is constructed through N × N matrices U and V , satisfying
The matrices U, V can be explicitly constructed for any N. Using these, one defines
These satisfy
the approximation becoming exact in the limit N → ∞. In this way, the matrices in (3) for p = 1 will be kN × kN, viewed as adjoints of
Having said this, we will now go back to infinite-dimensional representations of (4) or (6), represented by operators in the Hilbert space H. We will denote the group of transformations of such
We will parameterize the bosonic fluctuations of the X M around (3) as [54, 49 ]
Here A a is a k × k hermitian matrix of hermitian operators A a,mn (x), n, m = 1, . . . , k (similarly for φ j ). The fundamental observation, made in early Matrix model literature [54, 61] and emphasized recently in [49, 52] , is that the group of unitary transformations on the matrices gets represented as U ∞ (k) gauge transformations on A a,mn (x):
where
] is the derivative (see, e.g., [48] ) operator.
The matrix model Hamiltonian (1) and the Gauss law (2) can now be written as those of a U(k) noncommutative gauge theory:
In the above we have defined the field strength as
and covariant derivatives as
The "open string metric" G ab is defined as
In the following we will restrict ourselves to the case k = 2 (that is, two coincident branes) and also p = 1 (D2 branes, see (5)) mostly. The resulting gauge theory will be a U(2) noncommutative gauge theory in 2 + 1 dimensions. We note that in this case
The Brane-Antibrane System
We now consider the following static solution [32] to the equations of motion of U (2) non-commutative gauge theory in 2 + 1 dimensions:
The fields are represented here as 2 × 2 matrices each entry of which is an operator in the Hilbert space H.
The energy of this solution in the NCYM theory can be seen to be
which is infinite. This is to be expected since we are considering noncompact 2-branes.
A more useful notion is the tension of the brane-antibrane system, defined by
where M is the rest mass, related to the light-front energy E = P − by the formula [57, 63 ]
In order to calculate the tension, we need to regularize the expressions appearing in (19) and (20) . Such a regularization is provided, e.g., by (8) in which the U ∞ (2) representations are regarded as 2N × 2N matrices with N sufficiently large. The light-front energy and rest mass then become
In our notation tr1 = N, Tr1 = 2N. Using the fact that for 2N × 2N matrices, the light-cone momentum is
we get, from (21)
which is exactly the result expected from string theory [3] . In the final expression for the D2-brane tension T D2 , we have reinstated l s .
The solution (18) describes a coincident D2 − D2 pair. It is easy to check, using (10) , that the matrix model configuration equivalent to (18) is
This is well-known [55, 56] to describe a coincident D2 − D2 pair.
Unitary Gauge Fixing and the Tachyon Fields
In the discussion of tachyon condensation in the following three sections, we will work in the "Higgs branch" φ j = 0. We will relax this condition when we consider excitations around the tachyonic vacuum.
In this section, we discuss the procedure of gauge fixing in order to identify the physical degrees of freedom. We begin with a suggestive parameterization of the U(2) variables which is useful:
The field strength is then given by:
We now discuss the unitary gauge that fixes the U ∞ (2) gauge symmetry to
. The unitary gauge, applied to the U(2) field strength, says that the gauge field strength F 12 is diagonal in the U(2) space. This, in our parameterization, becomes
and its hermitian conjugate. It can be shown that every field configuration is gauge equivalent to one that satisfies the gauge condition (29) 5 , and further the residual U ∞ (1)× U ∞ (1) gauge transformations are given by:
where U,Ũ are unitary operators on the noncommutative space (U here not to be confused with the U of (8)). These transformations enable us to interpret T a as a matter field. While there appear to be two complex matter fields, the gauge fixing condition (29) relates them (we will detail the solution of the gauge fixing condition later on). The static part of the Hamiltonian (12), in the unitary gauge, is given by
5 One can see this easily for large 2N × 2N matrices.
The symbol ǫ 0 has been defined in (19) . We will define the "potential" to be
Eqn. (33) makes it obvious that the global minimum of the potential corresponds to
since the operators h 1 , h 2 are self-adjoint. Thus, at the minimum of the potential, defined by (35), the total energy (33) of the static configuration, vanishes. We will shortly argue that this minimum corresponds to the phenomenon of tachyon condensation to the vacuum. Therefore, the potential at the minimum exactly cancels the initial energy (19) of the brane-antibrane system, leaving a state of zero energy. This is exactly as required by the Sen conjecture [2, 3] . We note that the existence of a simple supersymmetric hamiltonian (1), (12) makes it obvious that the ground state energy of the system should vanish.
We also note that (35) is equivalent to, in terms of the original Matrix model variables,
In the following we will see that such ground states do correspond to the phenomenon of tachyon condensation to the "vacuum".
It is useful to write the potential in the Moyal star-product notation, as
where h 1 , h 2 are given by (33) . Clearly at this stage the static hamiltonian is translationally invariant.
In order to obtain the Hamiltonian in terms of independent degrees of freedom we must further fix the U(1) × U(1) gauge symmetry, and solve the Gauss law condition (13) . We reiterate that the above formulation is as yet completely general and without reference to any specific classical configuration of the gauge theory.
Explicit vacuum solutions
To show that there exist states with zero energy, we explicitly exhibit a class of such states:
A a =Ã a = 0
It is straightforward to check that the above configuration satisfies (35) . The case [32] .
In Section 5, we will encounter other examples of vacuum solutions. In fact the most general solution for A a ,Ã a , and T a that corresponds to the ground state can be explicitly inferred by using (36) and (10) in the following way: (a) choose a basis of the Hilbert space H, (b) take X 1 , X 2 to be arbitrary diagonal matrices in this basis, (c) express
in this basis, (d) find A a ,Ã a , T a using (10).
The Exact Potential
We now discuss how to fix the U(1) × U(1) gauge symmetry. We can, for instance, choose the background gauge (corresponding to the background (18)):
where by A a ,Ã a we imply the fluctuations. It is easy to see that such a gauge choice is translationally invariant, that is, invariant under x a → x a + b a 1. If we are able to solve (39) for the independent variables, the resulting hamiltonian will be translationally invariant.
It turns out to be difficult, however, to solve (29) and (39) for the independent variables. Let us, instead, fix the residual U(1) × U(1) symmetry by imposing the axial gauge
Note that any configuration of A a ,Ã a , T a can be brought to a configuration satisfying (40) by applying the gauge transformations (32) . We will explicitly show this for four examples:
(1) The classical configuration corresponding to two D2 branes, namely
can be put in the form
by choosing
in (32).
(2) By using the same transformation (43) the vacuum solution (38) can be put in the form
whereŨ is as in (43) .
(3) The n-vortex solutions (63) that we will encounter later can also be recast, using (43) , as
where the t j , ω j 's are defined by (67),(69),(70). Clearly the end-point (75), the 2N-vortex vacuum, can also be put in the axial gauge (40) . (4) The fourth example is the brane-antibrane configuration (18) which already satisfies (40).
The point of the above exercise was to emphasize that (40) is only a choice of gauge,
and not a choice of background. Indeed the explicit appearance of examples (2), (3) and (4) imply that we can describe the entire process of tachyon condensation in this gauge. If we are able to solve (40) exactly, which we will, the resulting hamiltonian (namely, (51)) will, therefore, correspond to an exact hamiltonian for tachyon condensation.
Let us, therefore, proceed to solve (40) , together with (29) . Using the Moyal product notation, we get
Using the fact that
we can solve (46) explicitly:
Note that the independent physical variables are T 1 , A 2 ,Ã 2 , in other words, one complex matter field and two real gauge fields. This is of course exactly what one expects from
the spectrum of open string theory on the brane-antibrane system. In the following we will denote
In order to make the division by x 2 in (49) well-defined, one can use the prescription 1/x 2 → 1/(x 2 + iǫ). This agrees with the explicit solutions for T 2 presented in the next section.
Substituting this solution into (33), we get the exact static Hamiltonian in terms of the independent variables T, A,Ã:
where the bar denotes complex conjugation. In the above equation,
and the squares are evaluated using star products. ǫ 0 is defined in (33) .
The potential (34) is given by
It is interesting to note that the gauge fields A,Ã appear quadratically in (51), (53) . Thus, it is possible to eliminate them exactly and get an effective potential in terms of T alone.
We will not attempt to do it in this paper.
Gauss' law constraint
It is easy to see that time-independent bosonic configurations automatically satisfy (13) . Therefore the static hamiltonian and the potential mentioned above are consistent with the Gauss' law constraint. In Section 6 where we will consider time-dependent φ 3 ,
we will restrict to configurations satisfying [φ 3 ,φ 3 ] = 0, hence satisfying Gauss' law once again.
Vortex production and brane annihilation
In order to gain more insight into the nature of the potential (53) and various static solutions, it is useful to begin with simple classes of configurations of T, A,Ã.
Case 1 (simple vortex):
Let us consider a configuration space defined by
where P 0 = |0 0|, described in the Moyal form as
If we further specify a =ã, the dependent variable T 2 in (49) becomes also proportional to P 0 , with T 2 = i tP 0 , leading to a consistent truncation of all the fields to the one-dimensional subspace P 0 of operators. The resulting configuration space clearly corresponds to a single localized vortex at the origin of the (x 1 , x 2 ) plane. We will shortly confirm this by explicitly calculating the vortex charge.
Let us now find out the minimum of the static hamiltonian H st (51) or the potential (53) in the configuration (54) . It turns out that calculations are easier in this example in the operator formulation in which (46) reads as
The result is:
Here we have regularized tr1 = N by using an N-dimensional Hilbert space, described
by, e.g, (8) . Note the negative sign of the |t| 2 , reflecting a tachyonic mode. Indeed the tachyonic part of the hamiltonian (1), including the kinetic term, turns out to be
which was obtained in [55] by explicit Matrix model calculations. Equation ( The minimum of the potential is easily found by noting that
The minimum value of the right hand side is zero, which occurs at
Thus
This clearly shows that the subspace (54) describes formation of a single vortex and the classical vortex configuration (61) cancels 2 units out of 2N units of total energy of the brane-antibrane configuration.
Case 2 (multiple vortices):
The above result can be easily generalized to an n-vortex configuration space, given
Note that Eq. (63), in the Moyal notation, corresponds to the spherically symmetric ansatz
Once again, the choice A =Ã ensures that the dependent variable T 2 is of the same form as T , namely,
The gauge fixing conditions (46) are solved by
. . .
The static hamiltonian and the potential are straightforward to calculate. One gets
It is straightforward to write out these expressions for small n, and discover the tachyonic directions; we will not write the explicit expressions here.
Since the terms in the square brackets in the hamiltonian is a sum of squares, the minimum possible value is zero. We explicitly find the minimum, for real t j , to be a j = 0
where the r j are defined by
It is easy to see that real roots always exist (the discriminants are always non-negative).
For example,
The potential and the total energy, evaluated at the minimum, is given by
Thus the n-vortex solution cancels exactly 2n out of the total of 2N units of energy of the brane-antibrane system.
Topological charge of the vortex:
In [18] the topological charge of vortex configurations for a complex tachyon (assumed to be governed by NC abelian Higgs model) was found by essentially looking for the "surface term" in the hamiltonian in the Bogomolnyi framework. Repeating a similar analysis here, we find that the topological charge of these vortex solutions are given by
We find that the vortex charge for the solution (63), (69) is exactly
The factor 2 appears because we have normalized the topological charge to reproduce the D0 charge. Recall that a vortex of the complex tachyon on a Dp-Dp system gives rise to BPS D(p − 2) branes [1] and the RR charge of the latter is supposed to arise as the topological charge of the vortex. The latter fact has been explicitly shown in the complex tachyon model studied in [18] .
The vacuum:
From the above discussion it is clear that the tachyonic vacuum is given by n = N in (63) . To be explicit, it is given by
where t j 's are defined by (69),(70).
Picture of gradual annihilation:
The preceding discussion provides rather compelling evidence, within the framework of U(2) NC gauge theory, that the tachyon condensate consisting of 2N vortices, exactly cancels the energy of the brane-antibrane system. This, therefore, proves Sen's conjecture.
Furthermore, we also see a concrete mechanism, within the gauge theory, of successively lowering the energy of the system by vortex production. The picture here is that the braneantibrane pair is gradually annihilating, creating more and more vortices (which, through their topological charge, are identified as D0-branes). To see this picture concretely, let us note that for the 2n-vortex solution (63),(69)
Since [X 1 , X 2 ] represents D2-brane charge density, and since commuting X 1 , X 2 represents D0 branes, (76) represents "partial annihilation" of the brane-antibrane system to D0-branes. The lower two blocks represent the remaining brane-antibrane system and the lower 2n × 2n block represents the D0-branes released by partial annihilation. Note that the brane-antibrane configuration (18) and the tachyonic vacuum (cf. (36)) correspond respectively to
6 Closed string excitations around the tachyonic vacuum
In the previous sections we have described several degenerate solutions of the tachyonic vacuum (e.g (38), (75). To analyze the spectrum of fluctuations around any of these, one would normally write the action or the hamiltonian of the noncommutative gauge theory around this vacuum upto quadratic order in the variables T, A,Ã, φ j . We will find it simpler, however, to go back to the Matrix model variables X a , a = 1, 2 and
. . , 9 and analyze the quadratic fluctuations in terms of them. The tachyonic vacuum, as we have seen (36) , is characterised by
Clearly, there is a diagonal basis in which this will look like
The eigenvalues X nn = (λ 1 (n) , λ 2 (n) , 0, . . . , 0), n = 1, . . . , 2N represent coordinates of the 2N D0 branes in the vacuum.
We will look for a closed string in the x 9 direction, perpendicular to the (annihilated) brane-antibrane system. In order to describe closed strings with a finite energy, we will compactify the x 3 direction on a circle of finite radius R 9 . Matrix theory on a circle is described [62] by assigning appropriate periodicity properties to the matrices X M . The hamiltonian (1) becomes (after dropping the fermions)
which can be obtained from the BFSS hamiltonian (1) by (i) making the replacements
[62]
and (ii) reinstating l s . It is useful to recast this in another form. Let us (a) substitute in (80) the velocitiesȦ,Ẏ i by their conjugate momenta, defined by
(b) replace g s , l s by the M-theory variables R 10 , l P (we denote the M-theory coordinates as x 0 , . . . , x 9 , x 10 ) using the relation
and (c) rescale
We get
The hamiltonian (85) can be regarded as a description of 11-dimensional M-theory on a torus of radii (R 9 , R 10 ) (in which R 10 denotes a light-like compactification [63, 64, 65] of M-theory, with states characterized by the light-like momentum
).
The Gauss law constraint (2) , in the variables of (80), reads
The vacuum of (80) should satisfẏ
The tachyonic vacuum (79), which in the variables of (80), reads
clearly satisfies (87).
We will consider now fluctuations of (80) or (85) around the tachyonic vacuum (88).
We will consider two special regions of the parameter space (R 9 , R 10 ):
Region A: R 10 ≪ l P , R 9 ∼ l P Region B: R 9 ≪ l P , R 10 ∼ l P ,
Using (83) it is clear that the original weakly coupled NC gauge theory refers to Region A. We will however find it more convenient to consider region B first.
Region B:
The analysis of (85) in this region is exactly the same as in [60] . We will, therefore, mention only the salient points. In this region it is more appropriate to obtain a type IIA theory by compactifying M-theory on x 9 (rather than on x 10 ). The string lengthl s and string couplingg s are given by 
As mentioned in [60] , these closed string states are BPS states. Therefore these states exist for all values of the coupling and we can continue the mass formula beyond Region B, in particular to Region A. In this region, the weakly coupled IIA theory is obtained by original compactification on x 10 , described by (83). (90) becomes
which is clearly a massive state for small g s . These are therefore solitonic states in the theory with small g s .
It is straightforward to see that the tachyonic vacuum (88) corresponds to the ground state of the the superconformal field theory on
This, therefore, establishes that there are solitonic closed string states around the tachyonic vacuum.
Region A:
As we remarked already, this region corresponds to the original coupling g s being weak.
In this region the closed string states constructed above using the transverse coordinates Y i are heavy. We will find light states here which correspond to electric flux lines along x 9 . These are similar to the ones found for unstable Dp branes.
We begin, therefore, by considering fluctuations of A(σ) in (80) will therefore restrict to A of the diagonal form
For such a gauge field, the Gauss law reads (in the absence of fluctuations of the Y i 's)
With the above ingredients, the hamiltonian (80) becomes
where the canonical momenta (electric field eigenvalues) e i are given by
We will show in a simple example that the above spectrum of electric fluxes describes closed string states in the dual type IIB description. Recall that the BFSS hamiltonian (80) describes a system of 2N D-strings in a dual type IIB theory described by a radius R ′ 9 and coupling constant g
Consider a bound state of n fundamental strings and a single D-string (say the first one). This is described by an electric flux e 1 on the world-volume of the first D-string (and no flux on the others), satifying
The energy of such a configuration, according to (94), is
From the above (light-front) energy we can get the rest mass M by using (21) with P + = 1/R (corresponding to a single D string carrying the flux). The result is
which is exactly the mass of a IIB string of winding number n.
This proves that the state we have constructed above is a closed string state. In the type IIB description, these are winding states, whereas in the type IIA description these will correspond to Kaluza-Klein states. For an (n, k) bound state one needs to take into account the permutation group S(k) which played a role in our discussion of the solitonic strings. Our result above can be generalized to this case by arguments similar to the ones used in [60] to describe bound states of D0 branes and Matrix strings.
We note that if Λ 1,2 are taken to be diagonal in the simple harmonic oscillator basis, the flux configuration (97) corresponds to a localized functions (given by Laguerre polynomials) in the (x 1 , x 2 ) plane. This corresponds to a closed flux tube (along x 9 ) having a finite width in the (x 1 , x 2 ) directions.
Discussion
We have shown in this paper that tachyon condensation can be described in the context of brane-antibrane pairs in a well-defined Hamiltonian framework (1) with a supersymmetric ground state. The existence of such a Hamiltonian framework guarantees that Sen's conjecture must be true, as we have found out explicitly. We have further shown that there are two types of closed string excitations around the tachyonic vacuum. The first type is solitonic (mass ∝ g −1/2 s ) which are essentially the Matrix strings of [60] . The second type are flux lines whose masses are small.
We conclude with a couple of remarks:
(1) It has been noted [2, 39, 34, 35, 40] (2) We have written down an exact tachyon potential (53) in this paper, including the gauge fields. It would be interesting to compare our result with the various proposals for action for brane-antibrane pairs, e.g. in [40, 37] . It is also interesting to see how our action connects to the ones describing the case of the real tachyon on unstable Dp-branes.
(3) The discussion in our paper has been mostly on a single brane-antibrane pair.
The generalization to k brane-antibrane pairs is an important problem. As explained in Section 2, this involves U(2k) noncommutative gauge theory. The brane-antibrane system is an unstable, nonsupersymmetric state of this gauge theory. It is important to study the large k limit of these theories and study the tachyon potential as well as explore possible connection with nonsupersymmetric black holes.
